
 

 

Labour Management  
17 Jan 18 

 
Chair: CUPE (Local 3324) 
 
CUPE 3324:  Ryan O'Meara, Andrea Arsenault, Mitch Myers, Ron Blue, Alice Rice, Jed Burt 
IEMS: Darcy Clinton (phone), Melissa Clinton (phone), Matt Spidel, Shawn Westbury, Phillip 
Pollard, Beth Simkins-Burrows (phone) 
 
Regrets: Jason Woodbury 
 
Agenda items: 
-Alberton 8pm handoffs must go through duty manager.  Will continue to go this way. 
 
IEMS topics: 
 
Nil 
 
CUPE: 
-Speed on trucks showing lower than actual speed on the speedometer.  Phillip: German 
products have a small margin below, as a safety margin.  Concern: What if disciplinary action 
comes about from wrong speed readings?  The trucks overestimate not underestimate.  Means 
slightly slower, not faster (and unaware of higher speed).  Jed: The Driver Checker (ticker) could 
be adjusted to allow slightly higher possibly.  Darcy: That would mean a corporate policy change 
and that doesn’t happen overnight. 

- Jobs were posted 

- Staging policy: Andrea- how is it determined? Recent issue with crew heading in on a scene 
that wasn’t yet safe.  Matt: RCMP cleared the crew. Mistake made on the RCMP mbr’s part 
(on scene). 

- Controlled drug access: Jed - On busy nights/weekend, some bases are not being able to 
access controlled drugs after hours.   SHawn: Could be looked at in SSide. 

- Transporting PCRs: Mitch - Mbr expressed concerns with SSP units transporting PCRs into 
central area.  What happens if they get busy and don’t get to a central base for the rest of the 
shift?  Are we liable now for their confidentiality?  Matt: Most times the T units and RRU’s are 
utilized most times. If unit not able to complete the task, just radio in to Comms and other 
arrangements will be made.  Shawn:  EPCR will fix that problem. 

- Negotiations:  CUPE beginning the process of bargaining.  Looking to get things in place prior 
to the end of the contract expiring.  Beth:  That’s a good idea for sure.  Have Jason look at 
some potential dates and some pre-lim meetings could take place.  Jed: trying to have CUPE 
ready to go before summer, so that come fall, ready to go. 

- Emails:  Ron - Montague cannot access staff emails on work computer at base.  Has called 
IT, no success.  Tablets in trucks had no problem.  Began about 3-4 wks ago.  Matt: We will 
follow-up. 

- Time Off/Shift trade policy:  Policy 94 states 5 days notice needed, but article 29.02 of the 
Collective states 48hrs, not 5 days.  Darcy: Will have a look, possibly just an oversight. 

 
New Business: 



 

 

 

- Casuals doing OOPs: Ryan - Has it been looked at to have Casual employees be called in to 
do OOP transfers (scheduled)?  Darcy: It would be looking at creating an on-call list again.  
More funding would be needed from the province, which has not been discussed. 

- On shift SOPs: It has been discussed that road SOPs would be taking a more active role in 
operations day shift/night shift, 7 days a week, but nothing had been formalized.  Darcy: The 
SOPs could be taking a more active role, and used to be involved in staffing, but have moved 
away from that of late.  They could start doing that again, and fielding initial calls from road 
medics, instead of calling the Duty Manager (who may not have any idea of what is going on 
with the shift/situation).  Matt: SOPs could definitely field some of those calls before going 
straight to the Duty Manager. 

 
Next meeting:  TBD 
 
Adjourned ~1345hrs. 


